[Affinity chromatography and proteomic screening as the effective method for S100A4 new protein targets discovery].
Affinity chromatography followed by a selective binding proteins identification can be using as effective method for a biological impotent interactions discovery. The molecular structure and their surface charge as and conformational regulation possibilities, which change their surface hydrophobic properties, all they should to taken in account during method optimization process. With the same' method we had identify some new S100A4 target proteins such as cytoskeleton proteins Sept2, Sept7, Sept11 and this interaction would can to highlight as S100A4 would regulate cell motility. Even we had identify the transcription cofactor Ddx5 and through such complex formation a S100A4 protein would can to regulate E-cadherin, p21 Waf1/Cip1), Bnip3 gene expression. The same protocol can be using for a target proteins search with another S100 protein family members, because their molecules demonstrate a high homology level in amino aside sequences and 3D structures.